Clinical Significance of Diffusion Tensor Imaging in Metachromatic Leukodystrophy
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Abstract

Background  Metachromatic leukodystrophy (MLD) is a lysosomal enzyme deficiency disorder leading to progressive demyelination and, consecutively, to cognitive and motor decline. Brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can detect affected white matter as T2 hyperintense areas but cannot quantify the gradual microstructural process of demyelination more accurately. Our study aimed to investigate the value of routine MR diffusion tensor imaging in assessing disease progression.

Methods  MR diffusion parameters (apparent diffusion coefficient [ADC] and fractional anisotropy [FA]) were in the frontal white matter, central region (CR), and posterior limb of the internal capsule in 111 MR datasets from a natural history study of 83 patients (age: 0.5–39.9 years; 35 late-infantile, 45 juvenile, 3 adult, with clinical diffusion sequences of different scanner manufacturers) as well as 120 controls. Results were correlated with clinical parameters reflecting motor and cognitive function.

Results  ADC values increase and FA values decrease depending on disease stage/severity. They show region-specific correlations with clinical parameters of motor and cognitive symptoms, respectively. Higher ADC levels in CR at diagnosis predicted a disease course with more rapid motor deterioration in juvenile MLD patients. In highly organized tissues such as the corticospinal tract, in particular, diffusion MR parameters were highly sensitive to MLD-associated changes and did not correlate with the visual quantification of T2 hyperintensities.
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**Introduction**

Metachromatic leukodystrophy (MLD) is a lysosomal storage disorder and results in progressive sulfatide deposition in cells due to a deficiency of the sulfatide-degrading enzyme arylsulfatase A (ASA). The increasing sulfatide load causes cellular dysfunction and leads to progressive demyelination in the central and peripheral nervous system, with negative consequences for motor and cognitive skills of the patients. As a reflection of demyelination, brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) shows confluent periventricular T2 hyperintensities, whose extension correlates to a certain extent with the clinical course. Cognitive involvement has been shown to be primarily associated with T2 hyperintensities in the frontal white matter (FWM), while motor deficits are associated with signal abnormalities in the central region (CR). Yet more detailed microstructural tissue changes might be revealed even in areas of normal-appearing white matter using newer MR sequences (including diffusion-weighted imaging [DWI], MR spectroscopy, magnetization transfer imaging, or myelin water imaging). Furthermore, pseudonormalization of T2 hyperintensities may occur in the late stage of the late-infantile form, so there is a discrepancy between the visual assessment of the extent of T2 signal changes and the clinical symptoms in early as well as late stages of the disease. Juvenile MLD, in particular, is characterized by a heterogeneous clinical course and T2 hyperintensities are observed already before clinical symptoms, underlining the need for more quantifiable and more closely correlated MR parameters. DWI allows assessing white matter microstructure by quantification of the molecular movement of water and might therefore be well suited to detect even subtle changes in the degradation of white matter and, hence, in the clinical course of MLD. The parameters apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and fractional anisotropy (FA) have been investigated in several other demyelinating diseases and are often acquired as part of routine clinical MRI exam. In MLD, changes in these values have already been demonstrated in affected patients. However, their potential to reflect the clinical condition of the patient or their prognostic value remains to be elucidated.

To gain further insights, we performed this study with the following objectives:

- Examine the extent to which DWI parameters ADC and FA reflect the clinical course in MLD patients with regard to motor (gross motor function measure) and cognitive (intelligence quotient [IQ] values) characteristics.
- Evaluate ADC and FA as possible prognostic markers for the individual disease course.
- Compare the performance of DWI parameters with the established MLD MR severity score, which is based on quantification of T2 hyperintensities and brain atrophy.

We pursued these objectives using MR data from different MR scanners. In natural history studies of rare diseases, it is inherently very difficult to form larger monocentric patient cohorts that allow the identification of group effects such as clinical correlations with imaging parameters or prognostic statements. However, the DWI parameters ADC and FA in particular have been shown to be relatively robust and comparable between different field strengths and MR scanners in studies.

We chose a region of interest (ROI)-based evaluation in three different ROIs (FWM, CR, and posterior limb of the internal capsule [PLIC]) to capture changes in anatomically and functionally distinct areas that differ in thickness of their myelin sheaths and the presence of crossing or parallel fiber organization and might therefore be differently affected by a primarily demyelinating pathology as MLD.

**Methods**

**Patients**

Clinical and MRI data of patients with MLD were collected within the German leukodystrophy network LEUKONET starting in 2006 and at the Amsterdam Leukodystrophy Center. MLD was diagnosed as deficiency of ASA supported by an increase in urinary sulfatide level along with typical clinical features, often confirmed by genetic analysis.

The study cohort consisted of 83 MLD patients (median: 6.5 years; range: 0.5–39.9 years; 42 female). The patients were examined during the natural course of the disease with a total of 111 MRI scans. Thirty-five patients (42 scans, 19 female) were classified as late-infantile, 45 patients (66 scans, 20 female) as juvenile, and 3 patients (3 scans, 1 female) as adult MLD. The median time between onset of symptoms and date of scan was 4.4 years (range: 3.8–30.6 years).

To quantify the extent of MLD-associated diffusion changes compared with normal, we used a control group of 120 healthy children (range: 0.1–18.9 years; mean age: 8.0 years) with 188 MRI scans that originated from the National Institutes of Health (NIH)-funded Cincinnati MR Imaging of Neurodevelopment (C-MIND) study available at https://nda.nih.gov/edit_collection.html?id=2329 (dataset identifier DOI 10.15154/1528588). As the total patient cohort exceeded the upper age of the control cohort, an age-matched subcohort of 77 patients with a total of 100 MRI scans was extracted from the total cohort to meet the age
range of the controls for analyses with direct comparisons. From this group, 35 patients (42 scans) were classified as late-infantile and 39 patients (55 scans) as juvenile MLD (median: 5.4 years; range: 0.5–18.3 years; 39 female).

Motor function was assessed via the Gross Motor Function Classification in MLD (GMFCS-MLD) score\(^2\) from 0 to 6 (0 = walking without support with quality of performance normal for age; 1 = walking without support but with reduced quality of performance; 2 = walking with support; 3 = Sitting without support and locomotion such as crawling or rolling; 4 = sitting without support but no locomotion or sitting without support not possible, but locomotion still possible; 5 = no locomotion nor sitting without support, head control is possible; 6 = no locomotion possible, loss of head control), which was documented for 99 datasets (0 = 25 patients; 1 = 27 patients; 2 = 8 patients; 3 = 7 patients; 4 = 7 patients; 5 = 6 patients; 6 = 19 patients; mean: 2.4). The IQ, which was collected using the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC), the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS), and the Kaufmann Assessment Battery for Children (KABC II), was available for 21 scans (mean IQ: 77; range: 47–114).

Written informed consent was given by at least one caregiver. The study was approved by the local ethics committee (401/2005).

**MRI Acquisition**

The patients were examined on different 1.5T and 3T MR scanners. Seventy-six datasets were examined with a 1.5T scanner (Vision, Sonata, Avanto Fit, Aera, Espree, Symphony, Essenza from Siemens Healthineers; Signa from GE Healthcare; Titan from Toshiba; Achieva and Intera from Philips Healthcare) and 35 datasets with a 3T scanner (Skyra, Prisma fit, Trio, and Verio from Siemens Healthineers; Signa MR 750 from GE Healthcare). Data were collected at 38 different sites. The acquisition protocol included T1-weighted and axial T2-weighted sequences, which were used to precisely define the anatomical regions examined as described later and to derive the MLD MRI severity score. Due to the different sites and scanners, different DWI sequences were used. As ADC values correlate with the \(b\)-value applied,\(^{21–23}\) only diffusion sequences with a low \(b\)-value \(\leq 1,000\) s/mm\(^2\) (mean \(b\)-value in patients: 895 s/mm\(^2\); range: 700–1,000 s/mm\(^2\)) were used to derive ADC values. Spatial resolution varied between the sequences (median slice thickness: 5 mm; range: 2–7.2 mm).

Controls were all scanned with the same diffusion sequence (3T MR scanner; \(b\)-value: 1,000 s/mm\(^2\); voxel size: \(2 \times 2 \times 2\) mm).

**Image Processing**

DWI data were corrected for motion artifacts, eddy current, and echo planar imaging distortions (when \(b_0\)-image with reversed phase-encoding direction was available) using FSL (version 5.0.9).\(^{24}\) Maps of ADC and FA were calculated using the standard log-linear least squares fit of the tensor model.\(^{25}\) All datasets underwent a visual quality check for motion artifacts or postprocessing issues.

The DWI data were then linearly coregistered with the anatomical sequences (T1 and T2/T2 fluid-attenuated inversion recovery [FLAIR]) using FSL (version 5.0.9)\(^{26,27}\) to correctly target three defined ROIs in the DWI data in each left hemisphere based on the following anatomical landmarks (see also Fig. 1):

- FWM, in the area of the deep white matter lateral to the anterior horn of the ventricles, sagittally at the level of the genu of the corpus callosum. The median volume of the ROI was 380 mm\(^3\) (range: 168–808 mm\(^3\)). ADC values of FWM could be analyzed in all 111 and FA in 50 datasets.
- CR, identified with the help of the central sulcus, the hand knob in the precentral gyrus, and the fissura longitudinalis cerebri. The median volume of the ROI was 364 mm\(^3\) (range: 136–632 mm\(^3\)). ADC values of CR could be analyzed in all 111 and FA in 50 datasets.
- PLIC, at the level of the third ventricle. The median size of this ROI was 125 mm\(^3\) (range: 80–296 mm\(^3\)). In some patients, it was difficult delineating the PLIC due to atrophy; therefore, ADC values could be analyzed in this ROI in 100 and FA in 39 datasets.

Our ROI selection method was adopted from a previous study,\(^19\) where it was applied in a group of healthy adolescents to examine microstructural differences in these ROIs. Variations arise in the number of voxels included, which were naturally less in younger children than in older ones. Labeling of each ROI was done on T1 anatomical images using MRtrix (version 0.3.12, www.github.com/MRtrix3/mrtrix3\(^{28}\)) to avoid selection bias, and is easy to perform even in infants. MRtrix was used likewise to calculate the mean ADC and FA values within the marked ROIs.

The MLD MR severity score\(^15\) is a measure to quantify the extent of changes in conventional MR images in the course of MLD via a scoring system from 0 (no visible alterations) to 34 (maximum lesion load), taking into account T2 hyperintensities (graded as not visible = 0, faint = 1, and dense = 2) in different brain regions (among those, the central FWM, the central parieto-occipital white matter, and the PLIC) as well as atrophy. It was shown to correlate well with disease severity in MLD.\(^{29,30}\) The total MLD MR severity score was determined for all patients to compare its correlation with motor and cognitive symptoms with the diffusion data performance in this cohort. Furthermore, we correlated ADC and FA values of the three ROIs with the corresponding regions of the MLD MR severity scores (ROI FWM with the central FWM, ROI CR with the central parieto-occipital white matter, and ROI PLIC with the PLIC) to evaluate to which extent the structural changes visible as T2 hyperintensities correlate with changes in diffusion measures.

**Statistical Analysis**

- ADC and FA values were compared between healthy controls and MLD patients of the same age range for differences between groups (healthy controls, late-infantile patients, juvenile patients). Analysis of variance tests
were performed with post hoc analysis using Tukey test to adjust for multiple comparisons.

• ADC and FA values were correlated with clinical parameters (GMFC-MLD and IQ). Categorical parameters (GMFC-MLD) were analyzed using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ($r_s$), while for continuous variables (IQ) we applied Pearson’s correlation coefficient ($r$).

• ADC and FA values were used for prediction of disease course in juvenile patients. We retrospectively categorized the disease course of patients with a clinical follow-up of at least 2 years using the time interval between disease onset, that is, first clinical signs (whether motor or cognitive/behavioral), and entering GMFC-MLD level 2 (loss of independent walking). According to the median of progression in a large natural history cohort, a rapidly progressive course was defined as reaching GMFC-MLD level 2 within less than 27 months after the onset of first symptoms (GMFC-MLD level 1), while a slowly progressive course was defined as a period of more than 27 months.

• ADC and FA values were correlated with the MLD MR severity score and the amount of T2 hyperintensity (0–2) in ROI-correlating areas, using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ($r_s$).

In all tests, the significance level was defined as $p < 0.05$ and regarded as descriptive in this explorative analysis.

Results

ADC and FA Values of Healthy Control Subjects and MLD Patients over Age

Healthy controls showed higher values for FA and lower values for ADC with higher age, in accordance with the physiologically progressing myelination of the brain (Fig. 2). ADC (FWM $r = -0.64$, CR $r_s = -0.61$, PLIC $r_s = -0.36$; each $p < 0.001$) and
FA (FWM $r = 0.41$, $p < 0.001$; CR $r = 0.62$, $p < 0.001$; PLIC $r = -0.22$, $p = 0.003$) values correlated with age in every ROI.

For MLD patients, these age-related physiological changes in FA and ADC were either abolished or diminished (Fig. 2). Instead, both ADC and FA values showed on average clearly abnormal values throughout the entire age range. On the group level, the age-matched MLD cohort differed significantly from healthy controls across all regions for ADC and FA ($p < 0.001$). Late-infantile patients (age: 0–6.6 years) also differed from an age-matched control group (age: 0–6.6 years) in all ROIs as well as juvenile patients (age: 0–18.3 years) did for the total control group in every ROI for ADC and FA values ($p < 0.001$). The group of late-infantile patients differed significantly from the juvenile group in the FWM for ADC values ($p = 0.01$) and in the PLIC for ADC and FA values ($p = 0.02$).

**ADC and FA Correlated with Gross Motor Function**

Across the cohort of 99 datasets with available GMFC-MLD score, there was a significant correlation of ADC and FA values in CR as well as PLIC with increasing motor impairment (Fig. 3). ADC values had a positive correlation in the CR...
FA values showed a negative correlation with increasing GMFC-MLD in the CR ($r_s = -0.65, p < 0.001$) as well as in the PLIC ($r_s = -0.71, p < 0.001$). For the FWM, there was no significant correlation with GMFC-MLD for either ADC or FA.

**ADC and FA Correlated with IQ**

Based on the available absolute IQ values for 21 juvenile scans, there was a significantly negative correlation of IQ value with ADC value in FWM ($r = -0.74, p < 0.001$) and in CR ($r = -0.73, p < 0.001$). For FA, FWM achieved a significantly positive correlation ($r = 0.81, p = 0.014$). For the PLIC region, there was no significant correlation for either parameter, nor for FA in CR.

**Prediction of Disease Progression in Juvenile MLD Patients Based on ADC**

For 19 patients with juvenile MLD, MR scans were available at the time of diagnosis with no or only few motor symptoms (GMFC-MLD score of 0 or 1 at the time of MRI examination). For these patients, enough clinical follow-up information was available to divide them into patients with fast or slow disease progression. Five patients deteriorated from GMFC-MLD stage 1 to 2 within 27 months and thus were defined as “rapid disease progression,” while 14 patients were categorized as “slow disease progression.” As FA values at the time of diagnosis were only available from one patient with enough clinical follow-up information, the assessment was based solely on ADC values. The two groups of different disease progression did not differ with regard to age at MRI exam ($p > 0.7$).

The fast and slow progression groups were found to differ significantly based on their ADC scores in CR at the time of diagnosis ($p < 0.014$), with higher ADC values in the rapid progression group. The group values partially overlapped, but ADC values above 0.001 mm$^2$/s in CR indicated a rapidly progressive course with an odds ratio of 14.4 ($p = 0.038$; see Fig. 4).

**Fig. 3** Motor symptoms are positively correlated with ADC along the corticospinal tract (CR, PLIC) and negatively correlated with FA in the respective regions. IQ showed a significant correlation with cortical ROIs (FWM, CR) for ADC and FWM only for FA. Significant correlations are indexed with an asterisk.

**Fig. 4** Disease progression with deterioration of motor symptoms from GMFC-MLD stage 1 to 2 in less (= rapid) or more (= slow) than 27 months was predicted with an odds ratio of 14.4 for values of ADC in the central region (CR) higher than $1.0 \times 10^{-3}$ mm$^2$/s.
Correlation of ADC and FA with MLD MR Severity Subscores
The total MR severity score showed a significant correlation with GMFC-MLD (\(r_s = 0.21, p = 0.03\)) and IQ (\(r = -0.8, p < 0.001\)).

T2 hyperintensity in the central FWM (corresponding to ROI FWM), the central parieto-occipital white matter (corresponding to ROI CR), and the PLIC (corresponding to ROI PLIC) showed no significant correlation to the GMFC-MLD score. Yet, for IQ, there was a significant negative correlation in each region (central FWM: \(r_s = -0.63, p = 0.003\); central parieto-occipital white matter: \(r = -0.52, p = 0.02\); PLIC: \(r_s = -0.52, p = 0.02\)). ADC and FA values in the FWM correlated significantly to their corresponding region of the MR severity score in the central FWM (\(r_s = 0.36\) and \(r = -0.48\), respectively; with each \(p < 0.001\)) and for ADC in CR with the subscore derived from the central parieto-occipital white matter (\(r_s = 0.3; p = 0.02\)), but not in CR for FA or PLIC for both parameters.

Discussion
In this study, we performed a multicenter study to investigate the clinical significance of the DWI parameters ADC and FA with respect to (1) their correlation with motor and cognitive impairment of late-infantile, juvenile and adult MLD patients, (2) their potential to give prognostic hints about the course of the disease, and (3) the performance of DWI parameters in comparison with the visual MLD MR severity score.

Healthy controls showed asymptotic changes in ADC and FA with age (except for FA in CR, where there is a maximum before the age of 10), reflecting progressing myelination and fiber organization during brain development in line with previous literature.\(^{32,33}\) In contrast to this, the DWI parameters were significantly abnormal in all ROIs investigated (FWM, CR, PLIC) in patients with MLD, whereby the degree of organization seems to be related to the degree of deviation from the normal. Thus, the deviations in the FWM are clearly more pronounced than in the highly organized corticospinal tract in the PLIC. Patients with more severely impaired IQ show stronger changes in the FWM than less cognitively affected patients, while motor deterioration was associated with DWI changes especially in areas of the corticospinal tract in the CR and PLIC. In juvenile patients at the time of diagnosis, ADC values in the CR predicted an either slow or fast progression of motor symptoms in early stages of the disease, in that higher ADC values were associated with more rapid motor deterioration. ADC and FA showed a moderate correlation with the visually scored MLD MR severity score in the FWM, but not along the corticospinal tract. This indicates that T2 hyperintensities are not closely associated with microstructural changes and therefore each modality conveys different and possibly complementary information. The results are consistent with already published data available for DWI in children with MLD,\(^8\) where a clinical correlation was yet missing.

From a histological perspective, the observed changes in DWI parameters might be explained by the histopathologically well-described process of demyelination and a reduction of fiber density and tissue organization.\(^{34,35}\) It seems plausible to assume that, in the highly structured corticospinal tract, ADC and FA reflect changes in clinical symptoms more closely than methods only relying on T2 hyperintensities (such as the MLD MR severity score), and more than in the FWM where the degree of organization is not as high and crossing fibers influence FA values in particular.\(^{19,36}\) Therefore, ADC and FA, having the advantage of giving quantitative information about gradual tissue changes, seem to provide additional information especially in areas with highly parallel fiber organization and may thus yield valuable information not only reflecting the current motor status, but also prognosis. Normal-appearing white matter in T2-weighted sequences may already show microstructural damage detectable by DWI, suggesting that the latter may be a more sensitive tool than assessing T2 signal alone. Further, more gradual changes or response to treatment could be captured more sensitively by the quantifiable ADC and FA values.

The MLD MR severity score was previously reported to correlate strongly with the IQ in 15 MLD patients (\(r_s = -0.87\)).\(^{29}\) This result could be reproduced in our sample with a correlation of \(-0.8\), which is in turn comparable to FA values in FWM with up to 0.81. The single subscore “central FWM” yielded significant correlations for IQ, yet to a lesser extent than the global score so that FA turned out to be superior on the single ROI level.

The correlation of GMFC-MLD with the MLD MR severity score showed a weaker correlation with \(r = 0.21\), which was clearly inferior to the results of FA along the corticospinal tract (CR: \(r = -0.65\); PLIC: \(r = -0.71\)).

Our results suggest that DWI parameters provide additional information above and beyond the T2 hyperintensities obtained by visual inspection. They can support the clinician in making decisions about therapy and counselling patients and their parents. The DWI parameters ADC and FA can be obtained by diffusion imaging using standard MRI protocols. Routine collection of DWI data, especially in the early course of the disease, is therefore possible and, in our opinion, recommended based upon the data presented. Radial diffusivity is another DWI parameter that needs to be considered for assessing pathological changes in MLD, as demyelination can be more specifically assessed using radial diffusivity—at least in inflammatory demyelinating disorders.\(^{37}\) At the same time, this makes only sense in fiber populations with single fiber direction\(^{38,39}\) and not in crossing fiber regions. Unfortunately, the only single fiber population ROI in our data is in the PLIC, where we had less data. For future studies, the unique capability of DWI parameters to quantify microstructural tissue properties on a micrometer level should be used more broadly, potentially applying other advanced DWI parameters, such as radial diffusivity in tensor-based approaches, or even multishell parameters (such as fiber density or Neurite Orientation Dispersion and Density Imaging (NODDI) parameters, among others\(^{6,19}\)).

Naturally, there are several limitations to this study. Different centers were involved to recruit such a large number of patients affected by this rare disease. MR scanner
type, field strength, and sequence parameters varied, and not all patients were examined with the full protocol including FA maps. Although this is a real-world scenario and has the advantage of making our results applicable to different MR scanners and sequences, it led to the limitation of increased data variation. It is therefore possible that these effects influence the results of this study; however, an increase in variation must only be expected to decrease sensitivity. Hence, our results must be seen to underestimate rather than overestimate the “true” differences. Further, the large differences in ADC and FA values between MLD patients and the healthy cohorts as well as the reproduced results for correlation with motor and cognitive symptoms in a sub-cohort (scanned at the same scanner with the same protocol; see Supplementary Material, available in the online version only) suggest that the effect of the pathology far exceeds that of scanner variability. In the available literature, ADC and FA are described as robust to different magnetic field strengths with mean concordance coefficients of 0.96 for FA and 0.86 for ADC or coefficient of variation ranging between 1 and 7.4% (mean: 2.6%), demonstrating that although the impact of different scanners is present, there is high concordance and robustness of ADC and FA across scanners.\(^{17,18}\)

Harmonization of DWI data of different sites and scanners by means of postprocessing algorithms\(^ {40}\) would likely reduce data variation, but would significantly limit the transferability of the results. Needless to say, it would be ideal to measure all controls and patients with the same imaging protocol in the same scanner, yet again this is challenging due to the low incidence of MLD. Based on the results obtained here, we consider it possible to use different DWI sequences and different MR scanners to investigate pathological changes in patients with rare diseases where the effect size of the pathology is as pronounced as in MLD.

Summary

In summary, the easily acquired DWI parameters ADC and FA can be used to derive relevant diagnostic and prognostic information on the clinical course of motor function and cognition in MLD. The microstructural damage elucidated in this way provides additional information above and beyond that obtained from classical T2 signal changes, underlining the added value of DWI values in quantifying disease progression in the brain in MLD.
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